
Delivers great performance at an affordable price.
The SWISH34 has the appearance of a SWISH but uses a different construction—cold-rolled, 24-gauge steel and plastic end caps. All 
models are DLC listed, which qualify the SWISH34 for utility rebates that will help you save even more and get you a quick payback.

Lightweight 24-gauge steel housing

Integral T-grid clips for easy installation

High-reflectance finish for uniform distribution

Frosted polycarbonate lens reduces glare

IC Rated for direct contact with insulation

0-10V dimming

Battery backup available

The biggest bang for your buck.
SWISH34—budget-conscious center basket. 



60K

LIGHTCLOUD®
COMPATIBLE 

DIMMABLE 

BATTERY BACKUP

GLARE FREE

IC RATED

CCEA COMPLIANT

60,000-HOUR
LED LIFESPAN

SUITABLE FOR
DAMP LOCATIONS

5-YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY

DLC RATED*

5

SWISH34 is available with either a 
passive infrared motion sensor, or 
a Lightcloud® Controller or motion 
sensor which both function with 
RAB’s commercial, wireless lighting 
control system and service. 

Easy on the eyes.

Smart sensing.

SWISH34 delivers a wide, uniform distribution on 
the work plane, making it perfect for applications 
that require even lighting and low glare, such as 
offices, classrooms and retail locations.

Motion Sensor 
Passive infrared (PIR) 

detector with 120° sensing 
angle, step dimming and 

step hold time.

Lightcloud Controller 
Capable of switching, 
dimming and power 

monitoring.

Lightcloud Sensor 
Occupancy, vacancy, 

and closed-loop daylight 
harvesting in one 
versatile sensor.

         

 

Family Size

2x2      =   2' x 2' 
2x4      =   2' x 4' 
 

- - 

19      =   19W  (2' x 2') 
29      =   29W  (2' x 2') 
         (2' x 4')
39      =   39W  (2' x 4')

N     =    4000K (Neutral)   
YN                          3500K  
               (Warm Neutral)

Blank                       No option 
/E2                          Battery Backup 
/LC            Lightcloud® Controller 
/LCS               Lightcloud® Sensor 
/PIR                Passive Infrared  
       Occupancy Sensor 
/LC/E2     Lightcloud® Controller  
                         w/ Battery Backup 
/LCS/E2        Lightcloud® Sensor
       w/ Battery Backup 
/PIR/E2                Passive Infrared  
    Occupancy Sensor w/  
                              Battery Backup

Wattage Color Temp Options

SWISH34

=

Flexible  
installation options.
With optional surface mounting or recessed mount-
ing kits, the SWISH34 can be installed direct to ceiling 
as well as in grid or drywall ceilings. IC rating allows 
for direct contact with insulation.


